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Capstone announces new local agreement with Electronic Lab Logs,
Inc.
Asheville, North Carolina, November 1, 2021 – Capstone Health Alliance is pleased to announce a new
local agreement with Electronic Lab Logs, a software company offering a Cloud Based solution for labs.
LabLogs.co is an enterprise solution that electronically documents required Preventative Maintenance
(PM) and Quality Control (QC) tasks for all lab equipment and kit tests. LabLogs.co keeps real-time data
on compliance and instrument status so that labs are ready for all inspections by CLIA, Joint Commission,
CAP, COLA, and other accrediting bodies.
"LabLogs is helping laboratories across the country maintain their compliance associated with the
documentation processes for instrument maintenance and QC. With our system, labs can now ditch the
paper logs and document this all electronically with the added benefits of real time compliance
calculations, alerts and notifications, automatic monthly reporting, and more. We are excited to partner
with a brand like Capstone and offer its members a unique opportunity to finally ditch the paper logs once
and for all.", says Daniel Summers, Founder and CEO of Electronic Lab Logs.
With a keen eye on bringing opportunity for cost savings and improved quality to the membership,
Capstone is recognizing the value in this solution. Robin Lincoln, Chief Contracting Officer at Capstone
explains that “we were recently introduced to LabLogs and immediately recognized their service as a
necessary and affordable option for our laboratory leaders to manage their instrument maintenance and
QC initiatives, therefore freeing time for valuable lab resources to focus on critical testing responsibilities.
We look forward to promoting LabLogs to improve the efficiencies of our labs in an era when turnaround
time is more important than ever.” Capstone saves member hospitals in excess of $45 million annually
and will continue to expand its contracting initiatives in support of lowering healthcare costs while
increasing quality care delivery.
About Capstone Health Alliance
Headquartered in Asheville, NC, Capstone Health Alliance is a growing regional healthcare purchasing
organization with hundreds of hospitals and thousands of other healthcare providers and non-health
members in 50 states. We deliver real savings and provide actionable data that enables better supply
chain decisions. With a focus on helping our membership reduce costs, improve quality, and share best
practices, Capstone members enjoy consistent price parity regardless of size or facility type. Our
members harness the power of member collaboration to share best practices and improve clinical
performance.
To learn more about Capstone: capstonehealthalliance.com
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